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Editors Notes: Darryl Bourke
I am pleased to provide you another packed edition of the Wheel for your
reading pleasure.
Highlights of this issue include:
Minutes of Monthly Meeting Page 4
Yes a meeting did take place while adhering to the COVID-19
restrictions.
Cullerin Range Ramble Page 14
Hugh’s report on the STHARC Cullerin Range Ramble to Goulburn.
Mystery Episode 3
Thank you Jane G for alerting me to the mystery of episode 3 in the
thrilling story of Around the world in 573 days. Somehow the editor (me)
mucked up the numbering and listed episode 4 as the episode following
on from 2. Hence there is no episode 3, unless Hugh and Bev want to
invent one! Episode 5 is on page 10 and as a bonus, episode 6 on page
16
Future of Classics
An interesting extract from a P76 Car Club Magazine with an electrifying
conclusion!

The cover photo illustrates how to keep
your motor warm while on the Cullerin
Range Ramble.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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Minutes of Monthly Meeting
Held at: Belmore Park, Goulburn on 12 July 2020
Meeting Commenced: 2.00 pm
Attendance: 23 members
Apologies: Chris Forsey, Darryl Bourke, Brian Thomas
Visitors: nil
Minutes of March meeting were published in the April edition of The
Wheel.
President’s Report:
Thanks to Hugh and Bev for organizing this event. Darryl Bourke is
unable to attend due to the passing of his father during the week.
Members send their condolences.
Committee of Management met at the end of June at the Royal Hotel in
Queanbeyan to consider a number of issues. The report of the committee
meeting has been communicated to members by email where possible
and in the July edition of The Wheel.
An important item was the consideration of a motion submitted proposing
that 5 long standing club members be awarded life membership of
STHARC. The Committee’s proposed citation for consideration by
members of the club was published in the July edition of The Wheel. All
members who replied to the request for views on this recommendation
supported the awarding of this status to all of the nominated members.
There were no responses opposing or suggesting any alternative to the
proposal. Members present at the July meeting were asked to vote on
the acceptance or otherwise of the proposal. There was unanimous
support from members present at the meeting. It was decided that all 5
members cited in the nomination and recommended by the Committee be
awarded Life Membership of STHARC.
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Treasurer’s Report:
Not present Renewals of subscriptions have continued to flow in.
Notices in The Wheel draw attention to the fact thatr financial
membership of the club is an essential component of legal use of vehicles
registered on concessional registration through STHARC.
Secretary’s report:

Correspondence Out: messages to STHARC members. Reports on
Committee of Management meetings have been circulated to members
by email and in the July edition of The Wheel in lieu of presentation at
monthly meetings. There have been no comments from members about
the reports circulated.
Members were reminded that the emailing of messages to members is
based on an email record held by the secretary. If members are not
receiving email messages from the secretary it is possible that the
secretary does not have the correct current email address for the
members concerned. If this is the case, members wishing to receive
these messages are asked to contact the Membership Secretary by email
to have the situation rectified.
Membership Secretary:
At the present time approximately 70 members have renewed their
subscriptions. Membership cards are available for financial members. It
is planned that as renewals are paid, the Publishing Committee will
enclose in the next monthly newsletter, new membership cards.
Editor:
Absent due to family bereavement.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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Registrar:
Two new vehicles and the first of the modified vehicle concessional
registrations for STHARC is under way.
Public Officer: Business as usual
Events:

Events as listed in the newsletter and on the club website. The
webmaster’s input in keeping the listing of club events and other events
complete is appreciated.
Events Director has requested that individual members advise of runs
which would appeal.
Some suggestions were discussed among
members prior to the meeting.
A run to Wee Jasper is under
consideration. An overnight coast run was suggested.
The National Museum currently has on display some of its historic
vehicles and the Endeavour Collection

General Business:
At the March meeting Seb Hogan addressed members about his interest
in heritage motoring and in joining STHARC. An application was
subsequently lodged. It was recommended to members that Seb’s
application for membership be accepted. Members accepted Seb’s
application for membership of STHARC.
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Since the cessation of meetings 3 additional applications for membership
have been received. COM decided that during Covid19 restrictions, an
applicant for membership who attended a club run and addressed club
participants in that run would satisfy the requirement that they address
club members about their interest in joining the club would be accepted
as having satisfied the requirement to address a club meeting. These 3
applicants have not been able to arrange a suitable addressing of the
members and their applications are being held pending fulfilment of that
requirement.
Hugh advised that he off to Qld again for another Austin Atlantic but a
convertible this time.
Meeting closed: 2.25 pm
Attendance
Attendance sheet for STHARC
Monthly meeting at Goulburn
Tony and Christine Brown
Russell McKinlay
Sandra and Brian McKinlay
Marshall McCarron
Hygh Spencer
Bev Lang
John and Pam Corbett
Paul Hogan
Joe and Maureen Vavra
Geoff and Jeanette Rudd
Allan and Chris Boyd
Bruce and Nancy-Lee Legge
Barry Stewart
Lawrie and Jane Nock
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CHMC 2020 AGM CANCELLATION



CHMC 50th Anniversary event 24-25th October has regrettably
been cancelled



AGM has been postponed to Friday April 9th 2021 in Temora



CHMC will be running online workshops

Council’s Committee has made the difficult decision to postpone the 2020
AGM and cancel the Anniversary Weekend event. This was taken after
careful consideration, and in consultation with the venue which advised
that social distancing precautions currently restrict numbers in their
conference and dining facilities to well below Council’s expected
attendance, and will remain so for quite a long time. Council has
attempted to find a suitable alternative venue, but has been unable to do
so.

This decision was not taken lightly. We considered our community’s
concerns regarding Covid, travel and other circumstances, and were
mindful of our responsibility for the health and safety of our Delegates,
members and their families, our guests, hosts and their staff. The
uncertainty posed by the ever-changing Covid environment causing reevaluations at all levels of government and society, also influenced our
assessment.
The guests, businesses and hosts we engaged for the weekend
appreciate and support that this decision needed to be taken now, so that
in fairness they could make other arrangements. Council will refund all
monies paid for the Anniversary Dinner and advises those with
accommodation bookings to cancel directly with the relevant motels, etc.
should they not wish to proceed and have a holiday in the Hunter.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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AGM In light of the situation your Committee has resolved that:


The next General Meeting of the CHMC, being an Annual General
Meeting, be held on 10th April 2021 at Temora;



All Committee members terms of office be extended to 10th April
2021 or present expiry date, whichever is the later.

Information sessions and workshops While we are currently restricted
from holding our face-to-face Information Sessions, Council will be
scheduling online live video chat events for club committees and
interested members and these will focus on specific relevant topics.
Details to follow on dates, topics and event registration.
Though our 50th Anniversary celebrations will not be as planned, we all
know that Council has over a half-century admirably represented the
interests of the historic car clubs of NSW. At your club please do take a
moment to acknowledge and applaud the first 50 years of your Council’s
many successes, wonderful rallies and its endeavours to promote the
vehicles that were integral to Australian automotive and transport history.
Till we all meet again thank you for your patience and understanding as
we change course to meet a situation that is beyond our control. We look
forward to seeing many of you at Temora in 2021 for the CHMC AGM and
Annual Rally!
The CHMC Committee, July 10th 2020
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 573 DAYS by Hugh
Episode 5 - Cruising
The cruise was truly fantastic. We had never been cruising before and
travelling through the Torres Straights around past Thursday island to
Darwin was wonderful. But the trip through the Indonesian Archipelago,
through the sea of Flores was truly extraordinary. The islands were
magical and the ship equipped with fabulous food and air conditioning.
We were being thoroughly spoilt. It was most definitely how I imagined
travel in days of yore with white linen and elegant conversation.
Curiously, the ship had few Australians but many from the UK who had
flown out to see Australia in the couple of days before the ship left
Sydney. They were without exception flying back home. We were a little
odd.
We didn’t see Singapore at least not then. Caroline was waiting in
Yogyakarta and so after a couple of slightly anxious flights on Garuda as
we battled thunderstorms and for Beverley professional memories, we
were greeted by our wonderful daughter who while she was away had
learnt Bahasa Indonesia. We were stunned as proud parents can be. And
what a fabulous travel guide.
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MOTOR MANUALS
By Paul & Ainslee Rodda
The link below is to the motor manuals that Ainslee spoke about at a talk
to STHARC
https://haynesmanualsallaccess.com/en-au/

You will need to have a Library membership and pin is date of birth eg
25021967 ( 8 digits )
Access via Library website.
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EVENT DIRECTORS REPORT by Hugh Spencer
It is clear from the recent run to Goulburn that members are very keen to
get out and use their cars again. We had a wonderful turn out and
progressively picked up more members enroute as we drove out through
Sutton and Gunning. With stops in the parks in Gunning and Goulburn
there was ample opportunity for people to catch up.
However the beast of COVID19 is still lurking and since the run there has
been a significant outbreak in Victoria and outbreaks in Batemans Bay.
The premier has reintroduced tighter group meeting restrictions and as a
consequence the committee consider that it is no longer appropriate or
viable for us to run events until the current emergency has improved.
So for the moment there will not be any club events in August. I will
advise you both in the STHARC Facebook group web site and in the
Wheel when the next event will take place when restrictions ease. I
obviously do not know when this will take place.
My preliminary thoughts are to hold an interesting driving event out
through Wee Jasper of a similar length and character to the recent
Goulburn event.
2020 what a year. I hope you and your families all stay well.
Other car related news:
During the pandemic your mad events director was advised of a rare
Austin Atlantic convertible that was for sale up in Queensland in
Maryborough. Atlantic's are rare and convertibles are few and far
between. The Atlantic is a most unusual classic car for despite their
extreme rarity, obtaining parts today is relatively easy. Atlantic's were
effectively built between 1949 to 1952. After this however, the Atlantic
lived on very successfully in the Austin Healey 100/4 whose engine,
gearbox, drive train and many other components were all pure Austin
Atlantic.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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So buying an Atlantic convertible that was missing minor parts like correct
engine and gearbox was less of an issue. And as I have a complete spare
car, rebuilding the drive train is relatively straightforward. Indeed I am
rebuilding the coupes engine with all new internal components at
present.
The convertible however was bought but the border was still closed. So
when the QLD premier the other week decided to open the border again
to NSW residents we charged north after the Goulburn car club run with
permits in paw. We left on the Monday as snow was about to fall in Burra
with car trailer and 4wd. By 6:00pm that night on the New England
highway as we crossed over Ben Lomond at 1400 metres we hit heavy
snow that obliterated the highway to Glen Innes. Detouring via Brisbane
for a new set of tyres we collected the car and by Thursday were heading
home again via Dubbo and other mad Atlantic enthusiasts and yet
another parts car!
The Convertible it turns out is a rare early 1949 car and is one of the
oldest in existence. The car had hydraulic powered windows and power
operated roof. The hydraulic system was unique to the convertible and
only some cars had it.
The car is relatively sound although significant welding of sills and doors
is required. I plan to commence work later this year once work on the
coupe and another project is completed.
I encourage you all to pass onto Darryl your restoration and other stories
during the pandemic.
Happy and safe restoring.
Hugh and Beverley
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CULLERIN RANGE RAMBLE by Hugh Spencer
Report STHARC Cullerin Range ramble to Goulburn July 12
The skies cleared and a great turn out of members on this much awaited
first club Event after the long COVID isolation. Despite an early start a
good turn out of classics, muscle cars, and moderns. Sadly the Events
Director had to bring a modern as the Austin Atlantic is currently
undergoing a complete engine rebuild during the pandemic. But no one
seemed to mind for indeed everyone was really so pleased to chat after
the isolation that the cars really just came along for the ride!
With a steady run out through Sutton, collecting members along the way,
the club met up at the park in Gunning where more additional members
joined the convoy for a self catered morning tea. Mostly maintaining
social distancing as members caught up, we then headed out on the old
Hume Highway across the Cullerin Range and thence on narrow byways
through the hills that few accept the motorcyle officianados had driven
on previously. Very pretty and strangely no other traffic all the way into
Goulburn! Lunch in Goulburn was a self catered affair with some
members lunching in the park, some exploring the cafes and others
doing their own thing.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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The monthly club meeting was then held at 2:00 in the park the details of
which are noted elsewhere in the Wheel.
Overall members attending when asked considered that the length of this
run was about right so we will aim to run something similiar for the next
run.
Very successful no problems noted.
Thanks to Beverley Lang for assisting with organisation.
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ESCAPE
AFTER
THE LOCKDOWN
by Allan
& Chris
AROUND
THE WORLD
IN 573 DAYS
by Hugh
Episode 6 - Yogyakarta
There is no public transport in Yogyakarta, not really. This is a vast city
with a population over 4 million people. Tourists travel on tourist buses or
private car and deal with the appalling traffic jams and honking and heat.
We were not tourists. We would travel as locals on scooters.

And so, with considerable trepidation after Caroline ruthlessly dropped us
in at the deep end with a wonderful backyard scooter operator, we put on
the battle scarred helmets and with no motorcycle gear except gloves
entered the mad frenetic beeping throng that is Asian traffic.
I had never ridden a scooter before and certainly never with my nearest
and dearest on board behind me. I thought if Caroline with her limited
experience can do this, then I had jolly well better too. And so we did…
after initial moments of ‘oh shit’ as you wobble this top heavy beast
around and through the buzzing beeping traffic. And there are no rules,
well that’s not correct. Not our rules.
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With Caroline educating us on scooter etiquette, you quickly learn the
beeps are friendly to let you know ‘I am here’ type noises, not you have
done something wrong as is the norm in Australia.
The pace is frenetic with a flowing sea of scooters, buses and trucks. I
still think about riding between that concrete mixer and a 6 foot deep
storm drain at night! But it is scooters that rule in this environment. They
ride 5 or 6 abreast in a single lane and overtake or undertake. Up gutters,
drains or the wrong side of the road. If you want to turn in front of
oncoming traffic, you politely get eye contact and weave your way
through turning in front of lumbering trucks with verve. There is no try.
There is only go. And smile.
Within a day we are riding all over the city and we use the scooters to
discover fabulous food, to visit magnificent palaces. We navigate our way
solo out into the country to visit Caroline’s Muslim school where we are
shown around by the Principal. It is the beginning of meeting with new
people and cultures. There are few tourists where we travel. No one
speaks Australian. But communication isn’t a problem. A few words,
some help and it’s all good.
It is really hot. Western motorcycle gear would be impossible to wear. So
adapting to the humidity and heat is the top priority. Carrying lots of
bottled water, drinking mango lassies become the norm.
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LIFE MEMBERS
After twenty years of STHARC operation as a car club, Life Memberships
were nominated and successfully approved for the first ever appointment
of STHARC Life Members.
Five members have been recognised for their length and magnitude of
their contributions to the success of STHARC.
Others members past and present have also contributed generously to
the great success of STHARC. These five stand out as members whose
contribution has been throughout the twenty year life of the club.
The following pages give a very brief summary of their contributions to
STHARC.

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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RONDA CORNWELL
Ronda is a founding member of the Club having joined with her late
husband, John, in 2003. Since that time, Ronda has been a very active
and enthusiast member who has always been willing to accept
appointment as a Committee member, an organiser and helper at events
and as property coordinator.
The newsletter Mail out Committee has been for many years and is still,
operating from Ronda's home ensuring that the Wheel goes out on time
every month, guaranteeing members are well informed of the club's
forthcoming meetings and events.
By far, one of her most treasured achievements is one she shares with
John, winning the Club’s Most Attendance Award more times than any
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CHRIS HILLBRICK-BOYD
Although not a foundation member, Chris became involved with STHARC
by mid 2002 shortly after she met Allan. Chris admits she knew nothing
about vehicle clubs and the types of activities involved in being a
member, but she quickly learnt. Whilst Chris was away on a trip with Allan
in 2003, they were both nominated and elected onto STHARC executive
committee positions.
After their marriage in 2005, Chris reflected that the continued
involvement in STHARC helped them to create shared memories and
make many new friends for which she is grateful. She found she enjoyed
the “vehicle scene” and helping Allan with his STHARC activities. As the
computer operater in the family, more and more work came her way as
she and Allan expanded their involvement in STHARC.
As an individual, Chris has been involved in STHARC as club Secretary,
on the Events Committee, as CHMC observer with Allan, as CHMC NSW
Secretary, on the STHARC Wheels Committee and currently as
STHARC's Public Officer. Chris has participated in STHARC fundraisers,
helped at static displays, baked for numerous fundraisers, meals, and get
-togethers. As the main driver of “Ringo” the Beetle, Chris has taken the
VW to many displays on her own to represent STHARC proudly wearing
her STHARC jacket and displaying the STHARC banner across Ringo's
windscreen.
Overall, Chris stated, she has not done anymore than many other
STHARC members but probably for just a bit longer.
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ALLAN BOYD
Allan is a foundation member of STHARC and attended the inaugural
meeting at the Queanbeyan Tigers Club where he was elected onto the
Events Committee and volunteered as the delegate for the Council of
Heritage Motor Clubs NSW (CHMC) meetings.
Following incorporation, STHARC was active with events and meetings
happening and membership growing. Allan was everywhere, it only took a
phone call and he was helping whenever and however he could; static
displays, runs both local or overnighters, fundraisers, cooking bbqs,
setting up stalls, and organising a STHARC site at the annual
Queanbeyan Swap.
Allan has held various Committee positions: Events Director, VicePresident and two stints as President. As STHARC's CHMC delegate
until last year, Allan travelled all over NSW to attend CHMC regular
meetings and two of the Half Yearly meetings in Queanbeyan. Also, Allan
was ACT Motor Council delegate for several years. He was an integral
STHARC Wheels Committee member especially for the highly successful
2019 and 2020 Wheels displays.
Some years ago Allan drove “the Boyd family” 1962 Vauxhall registered
with STHARC, and later shared with Christine a 1975 BMW 633 csi and
“Ringo” the 1971 Beetle that they still drive today.
Allan admits that he could not have undertaken all these activities without
the support of his wife Christine who willingly became involved and
managed all things involving the computer.
Allan helped STHARC grow from a small unknown club to the large and
vibrant vehicle club we have today
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JOHN CORBETT
It was a pleasure to be a part of the initial group setting up STHARC as a
family-oriented club.
My involvement with STHARC has been Registrar from pretty much the
beginning of the club. I was the Movements Officer and also contributed
to the Events Committee.
Initially we didn’t have number plates issued by the RTA, as it was then.
We had to have them made. One highlight was when the club’s first
number plate order arrived at my home and everyone came around to
collect their plates, that was an occasion in itself.
Some of us made our own plates, which were quite interesting to say the
least.
I have also been a delegate to the Council of Heritage Motor Clubs since
the beginning and a delegate to the Council of ACT Motor Clubs for the
first 10 years.
Since being a member of STHARC, Pam, James, Grace and myself have
been on many adventures with our old Fords. My children have grown up
with STHARC runs being a major part of their holidays.
For example, the Great Ocean Road Run and The Gippsland Run. Runs
to Wagga Wagga, Dubbo, Cootamundra and two memorable runs to
Young where we created strong friendships. These are just a few that
come to mind.
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PAM CORBETT
My involvement with STHARC first began when a group of like-minded
people decided to start a historic vehicle club for the enjoyment of all the
family. A club where all the members had input into the running of the
club and activities. A small group of us met at the Queanbeyan Tigers
Club, my children James and Grace included. From that night on it was
all systems go to get STHARC on the road.
A special mention for the work done by Ron Best to get our constitution in
order. His input was greatly appreciated, this was no easy task back then.
Those early days were fun. We had some great adventures, made some
new friends with other clubs and did catering events to build up the bank.
My involvement on the committee over the years has been in the role of
Secretary, moving on to Vice President and then Membership Secretary.
STHARC has been an integral part of our family for all these years and it
has been a pleasure watching the club grow.
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THE FUTURE OF OUR CLASSIC CARS
Extract from the Victoria & Tasmania P76 Club Magazine
Reference pages 23 & 24 of VOL 37 ISSUE 2 March to April. Darryl

… what is a classic car? …an older car with enough historical interest to
be collectable and of course worth preserving or restoring rather than
wrecking. … the influence the car has had on the motoring population.
What one person describes as classic, someone else may not give it a
second look. So, will they be popular in the future, and for whom? ... Have
a think about the age demographic that takes their car along to a show
and the type of car they associate with. How many 20 to 30-year old’s
take along a model T ford let alone spend hours looking over them
showing genuine interest in them. … I seem to have found that most of us
consider the cars we grew up with as classics, and why wouldn’t you! …
Fast forward to the current generations or two... I see, SUV’s and 4x4’s …
No sedans, wagons, but maybe some utes. Are these the classic cars of
the future? ... How many of them have their Hulux stored away in the
shed in mint condition never to be used for 40 years.
Can the younger generations be bothered with our aging dinosaurs?
Would they be able to cope with a car that rattles …can lock its brakes...
under and or over steer without warning. In fact, a car that you have to
spend 100% of your concentration on to drive it... Can they be bothered
with them or will they just become a museum piece. (I am just as
disinterested as any car enthusiast in turning my car into a garage
ornament). Young children are now being exposed to new ideologies.
Enter the electric or hybrid car... As we cling onto our classics and fuel
runs out, or limited in use by the Government, what’s the answer?
Some resourceful people have already ventured into looking at how to
hang on to a classic, while satisfying the new age ideologies. A
movement that would cause some classic car owners to refer to as
blasphemy. Yes, that’s right members, I’m talking of pulling out the fossil
engine and replacing it with an electric motor. This is not new and people
have been experimenting with this over the last few years. The idea being
to retain the cover of the classic, its body work and interior as to be
original and just change the engine for another power plant. So, from the
outside it looks like your regular classic until you lift the bonnet.
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Not long ago a company in New Zealand made the leap of faith and
converted a 57 Ford Fairlane (called Evie) to Electric power. What they
did was to replace the engine only, and retain the rest of the drivetrain as
original equipment. That meant the electric motor had to be limited to 110
kilowatts to prevent the 530 Newton-metres of torque from ripping the
guts out of the drivetrain, as this was factory from the torque converter
back. This doesn’t mean Evie is underpowered. Apparently, she actually
performs better than original and performance could be further enhanced
with drive train upgrades... "Because we’ve kept the integrity of the car
intact through the entire conversion, everything is very similar, although
she’s a bit faster off the mark!" … One interesting thing this company did
with the Evie conversion was to retain the tailpipe on the car, even
though it obviously doesn’t get used anymore.

... "We’ve tested Evie at a few classic car shows already… Into the lion’s
den, to face her toughest critics! It has been wonderful to see how wellreceived she’s been by classic car enthusiasts... We’ve set this classic up
for another 60 years. Most aficionados understand that classics like this
face change to keep them on the road and roadworthy, with original parts
increasingly hard to come by. Over time, many engines have been pulled
out, and newer, more powerful petrol engines added in. This is the next
generation of that, it just happens to be electric. In fact, Evie actually has
a lot more original parts than a lot of other classics out there!" …
So, what of the future of our classic cars. I really don’t know and I have no
crystal ball. But I think I know one thing for sure. There are people out
there that enjoy driving cars new or old and have a real connection with
them. From young to old those of us that fit into that category will always
have the presence of mind to hold onto and enjoy what we call a classic.
Classic cars, I don’t think will die. Maybe they will just evolve.
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MOTOR VEHICLE BUSINESS by Lawrie Nock
Do you have a history of association with motor vehicles?
I have been sort of driving vehicles for just about as long as anyone else
in this club. My parents operated a motor business in central NSW from
when they married in 1939 until my father’s death in 1972. For the last
decade the business operated with a manager in charge as my father
developed other interests. It wasn’t a business my mother wished to be
involved in but she lived with it as was the custom in those days for many
women. When my chance came to take over, it was also not a business
that I considered to be within my capabilities or wishes to operate.
By the time my parents took over their new business the country headed
for war. Being an agricultural scientist by training my father was in a
reserved occupation. It would not have mattered whether or not he could
pass the medical for military service, he like his brother who ran the family
farm were not going anywhere. Neither probably was the business.
The supply of product to service the domestic market dried up as did the
labour force to carry our repair and maintenance work on vehicles. My
parents scraped through on their own skills and by taking the opportunity
to employ mechanics from the local air base who could not make it home
and back on the leave passes they sometimes obtained.
After the war ended there were still very few new cars to be had. I don’t
know how or why but my father ended up dealing with York Motors in
Sydney. I believe that Yorks was the NSW distributor for Plymouth,
Morris, Nuffield, Peugeot, Simca. Studebaker, Mercedes Benz, Rover and
Land Rover. They were also the NSW dealer for Rolls Royce – I don’t
think I ever saw one outside of York’s show room in William Street up until
our family moved to Canberra at the end of 1963.
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